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DRY pRotective laYeR (Dpl) (MSD406)

The Dry Protective Layer (DPL) (MSD406) is a waterproof and breathable constant wear mid-layer that provides environmental protection while on 
operational missions in extreme weather or when there is risk of experiencing wind, rain, snow, or immersion. Weighing only 24 ounces, the DPL 
provides a wider scope of mission application with increased protection, improved mobility, and less bulk than other current solutions providing 
the same level of protection. Developed with input from military aviation users, the MSD406 is an excellent option for covert operations allowing 
the user to wear their choice of outer garments they need to blend in, while having the protection of modern technical apparel. 

Exclusive to Mustang Survival, the Dry Protective Layer (MSD406) features:
•	 Mobility Based Sizing™  – offers users a semi-custom size fit that reduces bulk and increases mobility without the custom price tag
•	 Rapid Repair Technology™ – enables users to field replace neck and wrist seals and repair small leaks in an hour or less

Two-point attachment 
removable suspender system 
for improved fit, mobility and 
comfort

Athletic fit that can be worn 
comfortably under a uniform or 
civilian clothing 

Waterproof breathable 
military grade BD6.5 
GORE-TEX® 

Integrated stretch panels in 
elbow and knees for added 
mobility and comfort

Integrated stretch panels 
across back for added 
mobility and comfort

Mobility Based Sizing™ – Reduces 
bulk and increases range of motion.  
24 individual sizes are available.

Rapid Repair patented adjustable neck seal 
allows the user to easily vent the suit reducing 
the thermal burden, but quickly close the neck 
seal with one hand to make it watertight. 
Neoprene and latex neck seals optional.

Low profile, lightweight and corrosion 
resistant TIZIP® waterproof front entry 
and relief and zippers are easier to 
operate and require less maintenance 
than traditional dry zippers

Rapid Repair latex wrist seals 
standard, with neoprene optional

SIZING Mobility Based Sizing  
Visit www.mustangsurvival.com/mobility

ACCESSORIES Sentinel Series Dry Suit Liner
MSL600 / MSL601 (with drop seat)
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Based on more than two years of extensive anthropometric research, 
range of motion testing and user evaluations, we introduce the indus-
try’s newest improved fitting platform designed specifically for dry suit 
users for tactical, rescue or special operations.

Mobility Based Sizing™ offers users a semi-custom suit that reduces 
bulk and increases range of motion without the expensive custom price 
tags or long lead times.

The Mobility Based Sizing platform:

•	 	Was	 developed	 based	 on	 anthropometric	 data	 from	 2,500	 North	
American 3-D body scans, ensuring the sizing and patterns of the 
suits fit the greatest number of individuals

•	 Immensely	improves	range	of	motion	while	decreasing	bulk

•	 	Offers	standard	expanded	sizing	(such	as	short	and	tall)	for	all	sizes	
so users can order a semi-custom suit without the expensive price 
or long lead times

The Mobility Based Sizing platform is like none other currently in the 
industry. To order a suit that fits you best, follow our detailed measur-
ing instructions online at:

www.mustangsurvival.com/mobility

mobility based sizing™
ExclusivE innovativE dry suit dEsign that rEducEs bulk whilE incrEasing fit, comfort & mobility

LocaTion XS S M L1 L2 XL XXL 3XL ShorT Long

1 Chest 35-38 37-40 39-42 41-44 43-46 45-48 49-52 53-56 n/a n/a

2 Waist 29-32 31-34 34-37 35-38 37-40 41-44 46-49 51-54 n/a n/a

3 Hips 37-40 38-41 39-42 40-43 41-44 43-46 47-50 53-56 n/a n/a

4 Sleeve 29-31 31-33 33-35 34-36 35-37 36-38 37-39 38-40 -1    +1 �/�
5 Inseam 28-30 30-32 32-34 33-35 34-36 34-36 34-36 34-36 -2    +2    

6 Torso Hoop 59-62 62-65 65-68 67-70 69-72 71-74 76-79 78-81 -2    +3    

7 Height 60-63 64-67 68-71 69-72 71-74 73-76 75-78 75-78 -3 +3 �/�
8 Sock (m/w) 7.5/8.5 7.5/8.5 12/13 12/13 12/13 15/16 15/16 15/16 n/a n/a

warranty 

Mustang Survival products are warranted to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of one year after date of purchase by the 
end user. Products which, in our judgment, have received excessive or abusive use will not be covered by this warranty. 

www.mustangsurvival.com
toll free: 1.800.526.0532
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